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FATHER'S DAY 2019 GIFT IDEAS FOR DADS WHO DIG THE OUTDOORS
For dads who love to hunt, shoot, fish – and everything in between — we’ve rounded up some exciting gift ideas dad is
sure to love. So put back that tie and ‘Dad’ mug, and get your outdoors-loving dad a gift he really wants. Check out the
below list for some inspiration.
1. Big Frig Coolers Denali Pro 70 Quart Cooler — Whether he’s lakeside, spending the day at the range, or chilling at
camp, Dad is sure to dig Big Frig’s Denali Pro 70 Quart Cooler. This cooler has it all: thick walls for top-notch insulation,
cutting board that doubles as a compartment separator, non-skid feet, heavy-duty wheels for convenient transport and the
capacity to carry 60 pounds of ice. All this for a competitive retail price of $374.99 Hi-res image. Press Release.
2. Gear Keeper Deluxe Instrument Tether and Gear Keeper Smart Phone Keeper On the top of our list of “must haves”
for dads are the Deluxe Combo Mount Instrument Tether (RT4-5272) and Smart Phone Keeper. The Deluxe Instrument
Tether is ideal for rangefinders, larger GPS units and Dog Transmitters and Trackers (gear up to 9oz.). Gear Keeper’s
Smart Phone Keeper extends to 36 inches so that Dad’s phone is easily accessible and safely secure. Both have an
MSRP of $24.99. Hi-res image (Deluxe Instrument Tether), Hi-res image (Smart Phone Keeper). Press Release (Deluxe
Instrument Tether). Press Release (Smart Phone Keeper).
3. Grizzly Cartridge Co. LRH 7mm Rem Mag — For dads who hunt that are looking for the ultimate in long-range

precision and kinetic energy retention with the seven-mag, look no further than the Grizzly Cartridge LRH 7mm Rem
Mag. Hi-res image.
4. Hawke Endurance Laser Range Finder — The all-new Hawke Optics Endurance Laser Range Finder is perfect for
dads who enjoy hunting and long-range shooting. These value-packed units match quality optics, 6x magnification and a
new high-visibility display to produce the perfect laser range finder for hunting and target-shooting applications. MSRP
starting at $269.00. Hi-res image. Press Release.
5. HHA Sports Optimizer Tetra — HHA Sport’s Optimizer Tetra combines increased adjustability capabilities with leadingedge sight technology, making it the ultimate moveable pin sight for archers looking for the pinnacle in accuracy this
season. MSRP $249.99. Hi-res image. Press Release.
6. Hunter's Blend Black Powder Roast— For dads who need a little extra jolt in the morning, Hunter’s Blend’s new Black
Powder Roast just may be the perfect gift. Plus, when you choose to shop Hunter’s Blend Coffee, you are not only
purchasing superior coffee, you are also supporting the hunting community and way of life. Black Powder Roast is
available in a 12oz bag ground or whole bean. MSRP $13.50. Hi-res image. Press Release.
7. Ontario Knife Company Hunt Plus Caper Knife — Ontario Knife’s Hunt Plus Caper is the perfect addition to dad’s
hunting knife collection for delicate work. The new OKC Caper is designed to let you choke up on the handle and really get
full use of the extra fine tip for precision work. MSRP $29.95. Hi-res image.
8. Pyramex Venture Gear Amp BT Hearing Protection — For the gun-enthusiast dad who wants the most advanced
hearing protection that can do everything, look no further than Pyramex’s New Venture Gear Amp BT Electronic Bluetooth
Hearing Protection for the perfect gift. These new earmuffs compress harmful sounds to safe levels all while amplifying

surrounding non-harmful sounds. With these exciting new earmuffs, shooters can wirelessly connect to a smartphone to
make calls or listen to music. Get your jam on and shoot at the same time – the earmuffs will both protect and
entertain simultaneously. MSRP $119.99. Hi-res image. Press Release.
9. Rinehart Targets Jimmy Big Tine Target— The new Jimmy Big Tine Whitetail target brings a new durable, lifelike and
affordable option for archers looking to prefect their shooting skills. The target measures 48-inches tall and 40-inches long
and it incorporates Rinehart’s locking antler feature, with the option to easily swap out and use your own. MSRP
$219.99. Hi-res image. Press Release.
10. Rite in the Rain Safety Blaze Orange Notebooks—Rite in the Rain’s Safety Blaze Orange Notebooks will stand up to
the elements while standing out in the field. It’s small enough to fit in your pocket, yet big on durability to survive any
weather condition Mother Nature can dish out. MSRP starting at $3.95. Hi-res image. Press Release.
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